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POSTDOCTORAL FELLOWSHIP
Genetically engineered therapeutic microbes (synthetic microbes) represent a promising approach to modulating the gut
microbiome and enhancing human health. In particular, this new therapeutic modality has the potential to mitigate
several risks defined by the Human Research Program, such as restricted pharmacy resources, altered astronaut immune
response, inadequate nutrition, host-microorganism interactions, and adverse cognitive disorders. Ingested synthetic
microbes provide the opportunity to carry out therapeutic and prophylactic functions on-demand, directly in the gut
while minimizing personnel, equipment, and space requirements beyond those for food supply. However, there are two
major challenges to implementing synthetic microbes in humans: stable, long-term delivery or administration, and
effective genetic parts that function in the gut.
This proposal focuses on overcoming the latter challenge. In this proposed work, we hypothesize that gastrointestinal
(GI) polymeric devices can be used to uncover GI location-specific genetic promoters. If successful, this work will
generate a reference toolbox of genetic parts that can be used by the field to develop effective interventions based on
genetically engineered microbes. The specific aims of this proposal are (1) to develop a device that can stably localize
microbes in the GI tract and (2) to deploy this device in swine to profile the set of microbial genes that are expressed
and repressed in each GI location.

Rationale for HRP Directed Research:
During this reporting period, we have developed two key technologies with significant impact beyond this project.
Impact 1: A manufacturing method for microchambers compatible with the gastrointestinal (GI) tract.
Research Impact/Earth Benefits:

Impact 2: A testing platform for microbial genetics in large animals.

During this reporting period, we have developed two key technologies with significant impact beyond this project.
Impact 1: A manufacturing method for microchambers compatible with the gastrointestinal (GI) tract.
For this project, this process is essential for the localization of microbes to target GI locations. Beyond this project, this
approach enables the development of custom designed ingestible microfluidic devices. Traditionally, microfluidic
devices are made from materials that are not compatible with translation to humans (glass polydimethylsiloxane
(PDMS)). Our use of polyethylene (PETG) and polycarbonate (PC) membranes opens enables the development of
microfluidic devices compatible with translation to humans.
Task Progress:

Impact 2: A testing platform for microbial genetics in large animals.
During this reporting period, we laid the foundation for an easily implantable and retrievable system for microbes in pigs
through the use of PEG-J tubes. For this project, this set up enables the transcriptional profiling proposed for Aim 2.
This by itself should lead to a new set of validated genetic parts for developing microbial therapeutics. Beyond this
project, this large animal testing platform also allows testing of new microbial therapeutic strain much earlier in the
translational development process. Normally, researchers test genetic designs in ideal laboratory conditions (culture
flasks). However, our platform enables direct testing in large animals early in the development process. Once complete,
this platform is likely to enhance the likelihood that certain genetic designs will work in humans.
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